MATERIALS IN SUPPORT OF COUNT 2.
Out of all reports submitted to a Grand Jury who will rule in support of the Common Cause
Indictment, what comprises the case for the second count (The Federal Reserve) is a preponderance of
information not readily understood. Though it is not as pronounced as “asking a jury who knows nothing
of physics to see our enemy’s crimes”, on a daily basis the information required to convince a Grand Jury
to indict the Federal Reserve is discarded as “too much to think about”, and people spend most of their
lives dedicating all of their organic, personal resources to whatever it will take for them to have enough
currency to live, so the lack of mental fortitude is to be expected:
Working 32 hours a week now means full time, and pays do not increase across the board
without having detrimental impacts on the health of the nation’s economy, leaving citizens scrambling
to make current, past and “future” ends meet, struggling to find reprieve from the “rat race”.
-Citizens want to be involved, and the free time they spend listening to, reading, and watching
news is considered “the appropriate level of general involvement”, but fiscal dynamics weighing on
personal outlooks removes from direct attention what must be known; what is just cause for personal
concern, and what actions can be taken. Remedying the lifestyle-dependent disconnect, -only thought
about when people notice “how the economics of everything” seems stacked against them personally,
everything required to indict is herein presented.

THE TRADE WAR DISTRACTION -A case made in 3 points.
Point 1: Global trade is dictated by international treaties.
1. The “recently” developed NAFTA, the North American Free Trade Agreement, signed by Bill
Clinton created framework of trade regulations defining incentives for trade between member states
party to the agreement.
2. The European Union, what was first envisioned on paper in the 1930s by German financiers
planning to install the Deutschemark as Europe’s reserve currency, developed into the EU and its
currency, the Euro. -“In 1941, Walther Funk, Reich Minister for Economic Affairs launched the EEC, the
European Economic Community, to establish a single European currency.” Funk is listed as Director of
BIS 4/1938 - 3/1939 and was a “Nazi Minister” from 1938-1945 -Wikipedia page
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walther_Funk
3. BRICS, which stands for Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa has shaped a new
Financial Sector, currently known as New Development Bank, defined as a “Multilateral Development
Bank established by the BRICS states” whose legal status is listed as “Treaty”. -Duck Duck Go synopsis
box/nbd.int (official site) and Wikipedia.
Point 2: The Central Banking/Reserve system is global.

1. The EEC was established as the Cold War got underway.
2. Cold War trade war practices were the main “formulary” in terms of the global marketplace.
3. In Cold War climates EEC conditions measured in the global economy created an “insular”
valuation of European Currencies (when referenced to one another).
The Cold War ends as Reagan institutionalizes trickle-down economics, then NAFTA is signed,
just as a “new” currency (the Euro) is introduced for the entirely “new country” that is the European
Union, all while the overall backdrop of the global marketplace shifted to terrorism and how it impacts
the oil-based valuations that dominate all fiscal markets:
90s (1.) Bubble burst economy of the strategically over-evaluated internet marketplace builds
the bubble as trust in the US joining NAFTA (Bill Clinton pushed it as US policy until it was) meets early
“positive results”. Bubble (will) burst after internet stocks crash.
-00s (2.) Bubble burst economy of banks overextending into real estate aided by lowered bank
home loan lending requirements, creates the crisis of 2008. Bubble built as speculation on more home
loans being written grew. Unqualified buyers getting loans leads to a nation in default, the bubble burst.
10s (3.) Bubble burst as China establishes BRICS (its role in) and China begins removing more of
the reserve relationship its YUAN has to the DOLLAR. In so doing, this literally meant “more of each US
dollar” has to go to balance GDP trade deficits “than it did yesterday”, and in one balance sheet-based
move, the US debt to China increased.
-20s (3.) Canada, US’ biggest trade partner, is poised to install a brand new infrastructure with
the national legalization of marijuana. (Love it or hate it, it is a boon for every state that legalizes; on a
national scale the boon is for US’ biggest trade partner.
Point 3: A conclusion explained with global market “forensics and analysis”.
1. NAFTA is creating the same “inward evaluation” of American Continent Currencies as the EEC
did in European Markets, which there led to the establishment of the European Union and the Euro.
2. Main Global Market “formulary counterpart” to US is China (and the trade relationship
involves fluctuations in the dollar’s value, because of central/reserve global banking, and debt/reserve
currency valuations, -set by national trade deficits and surpluses.
3. China is a founding member of BRICS, so is Brazil, Russia, India, and South Africa, so it is to be
expected that every nation listed will eventually fluctuate national currency values to offset “by the
books” GDP discrepancies over a protracted time until an economic climate develops that will require
the currency values “preserved” by NAFTA are not lost, an idea to be used to meet these goals:
1. One currency for the Americas (or for an American Union). Trump singed the USMCA (The US
Mexico & Canada Agreement in his early days in office, furthering insular market valuations, where US
steel production strengthens the dollar’s valuation. (China is not a source of steel without tariffs; it is
managing the continent’s economies into further interdependence.)
2. The Euro and developing US Dollar replacement will be the global marketplace “formulary” of
BRICS creating the same scenario for a third region of the planet.

TERMS, MARKERS, CITIZENS, PRODUCTION AND THE FASHION OF LEARNING

Any economic marker addressed in the course of Macroeconomic practice requires explanation
to the laymen, -and many miss that when Fed Rates are changed, professional “Macroeconomists” offer
“their best guess” as to which market-dominant, impacting factors are being responded to in the current
Fed Rate cycle, to repeat:
Macroeconomics, the branch of economics concerned with assessing the facts of the
international economy, knowing all the factors the Federal Reserve “pushes” through its network of
macroeconomic equations before adjusting “Fed Fund rates”, does not -apparently- educate economists
to a sufficient degree, -or “trends of learning” cloud clear sight of the economy. Example:
GDP (Gross Domestic Product), is taught to be a more accurate measure of how “robust” a
nation’s economic positioning is in the world (The global economy is twenty-four hours a day, seven
days a week, and all currency supply is generated by global central banking “consortiums”.) The GNP
(Gross National Product), is taught to be a less accurate indicator. One reason makes enough sense:
“The GNP is impacted by currency exchange rates, the GDP is not.”
-Looking at two factors used to calculate the GNP, “Exports” and “International Citizens”:
A citizen of the US starts a business in China, and he does exceedingly well, with a large
customer base in the US and with this application of math, anything the “China-based US businessman”
sells to a customer in his home country cannot be counted as an “import” -it isn’t a “foreign owned”
business. GNP counts production of all international citizens, and though it is not common that a US
businessman is allowed to become a citizen of China, even after he starts a business there, should he be
allowed to, all production generated by his business will now be calculated as a part of China’s GDP.
Regardless of how hard it is to find wealthy US ex-patriots in China, the model is a global
measure, and the practice of world economics includes hypothetical formularies like “covert imports” in
GNP calculations:
Internationally traded goods counted as domestic product available to potentially become
exports “at any time”.
Naturally there is no marker called covert import in the Global economy, but upon becoming
citizens, every Mexican American has their production counted as part of the US’ GDP. (It is no longer
reporting to “Mexico’s global position as reflected in its GNP”.)
Addressing “trends in learning”, to say “GNP is impacted by exchange rates” is only stating half
the issue, because as a quarter and annual macroeconomic indicator, taken with the volume of chaotic
networking figures, valuations, and markets accounted for at every moment globally, it is impossible to
eliminate the possibility of GNP indicators having unique impacts on exchange rates.
Fractional reserve currency valuation involves International trading partners (US & China for
example; it involves all international trade), keeping record of how much is exported and imported
between two countries. As a (fading) global reserve currency, all US dollars held as reserve in China are

not counted in the “balance of valuated worth” arrived at by taking all exports, subtracting all imports,
and measuring the “trade deficit”. However, with too lop-sided a trade relationship shared between two
countries for too long, the country (China) always recording a deficit in international balances will
remove the marker “reserve” from an amount of US currency, increasing US debt “to reflect protracted
trade imbalances”; it is accepted practice founded in Reserve/Central banking math. -The paradigm
paints a scene:
People laboring for currency across the planet too tired, distracted, or concerned with personal
matters to notice two six packs of beer cost 3 dollars and change in the seventies, and now,
“The twelve-pack’s the best deal. Let’s chip in Friday at work for a party this weekend.” -They
came up with the math “for us” and now people let their math dictate value.

THE PROBLEMS ARE SYSTEMIC. ADDRESS THE ROOT OF THE SYSTEM.
As a self-applied litmus test, addressing the “total experience” of the economy, the following is
included for use by the Jury in their deliberations, and once any individual juror has become convinced
of their decision, please feel free to skip to the next applicable heading.
OVERVIEW
The fact of currency-founded “cognitive models”; -a cognitive model is the comprehensive,
“second-nature” view of the world that is somewhat unique to each individual:
With sufficient disparity in personal wealth, the view the wealthy have of the world is removed
from common concern. Example:
A person who has an uninterrupted thirty year career, making 50,000 dollars a year (after taxes),
will make 1.5 MILLION from their employment. With investment and retirement strategies, this person
can expect to retire with 3-4 million dollars, which is less than 5 MILLION dollars over an entire lifetime.
The question, “How many actually make that?” isn’t directly the issue when our goal is to solve
problems. In a representative democracy our vested concerns are meant to be resolved by elected
officials. President Trump has been reported to have a fortune of at least 300 MILLION, and he claims
the figure underreports his wealth. Please take the time to re-read the example.
What is common to lives that only know opulence? Their view cannot be logically reconciled to
the view of the person in the example; making 50k/yr does not mean you’ll retire with near 5 million
dollars, and this “reward” is meant to come after 30 years. The elite are born into wealth.
PRELIMINARY
What was the course for US leadership in 2021? The Democratic, ROGUE?!! Candidate (Steyer)
was a multi (36) billionaire, and the incumbent is the first person worth hundreds of millions, who, upon

being elected, instead of putting his assets into a blind trust, (A gesture meant to ensure the people’s
and not self-interests are served.) named a relative to watch over his holdings. To say a personal relation
is head of the blind trust you put your assets into negates the purpose of a blind trust.
An argument can be made that Trump committed treason (at least an impeachable offense)
shortly after taking office (assets held in trust with a personal relation; duties and compensation for the
office are supposed to be the President’s only support and purpose). An argument can be made that
when the Commander in Chief, at the early stages of the impeachment debate, announced his
suspicions on social media that the Ukraine inquiry is an attempted coup, he committed an impeachable
offense (unnecessarily alarming the citizenry in an abuse of office).
With all this going on, who has time to look into the facts of our ruling elite? Who is willing to
openly, accurately consider the likelihood that any of them will come to represent interests of the
majority of people based on the figures listed above? -Biden’s been in D.C. 40 years, when did he:
ADDRESS THE ROOT OF THE SYSTEM: THE CURRENCY
Lives are lived by currency. People pay for their quality of life. We live in a world continually
engaged with problems leading to other problems, and when asked what will improve the world, we
answer most commonly in individual terms, with views capturing what -out of all the problems- we
notice, and our leaders do the same thing, with a frame of mind that is impossible to reconcile to the
needs and concerns of general people. The universal in every case is currency, how much we get for
what we do, and how the medium of exchange can be used to improve the condition of our lives.
NOTICE: To any prone to say, “There is an intrinsic value to life beyond fiscal measure”. The majority
doesn’t live that way - recognizing an intrinsic tradeoff of time for money is required; it is common to
pause when people are asked to spend time freely in the aid of others, especially when it comes to
labor. -It is true. It speaks to a continually unspoken, impolite to be thought of, direct correlation:
People come to measure their value by compensation, but living in an internalized shortfall marked
by phrases like, “But people need help, and it’s important to be good outside of money.” -is, because of
the reserve banking system, making practice of denying an intrinsic value meant to be “obviously
afforded” to people, because this intrinsic value is not represented in national currency.
Fractional Reserve banking is pegging no commodities whatsoever to the value of currency, -to say it
is a measure always to be done away with, because the prospect of saying a commodity’s value is based
on an amount of currency, whose value is based on the value of a commodity yields no intrinsic worth,
no matter the amount or type of the commodity (itself subject to false account), and no matter the
scope of the system’s application.
ADRESSING THE ROOT OF THE SYSTEM
The worth of currency is moot if a child starves because an amount of currency couldn’t supply
them sustenance, and thousands die every day because an amount of a “valued commodity” is worth an
amount of currency, and the currency wasn’t available. When dictated the commodity’s value requires

more of the currency than it did yesterday because the reserve system demands it obtain a fictitious
“market-to-market” equilibrium internationally and domestically; the reserve system is “closed-system”
mechanics, its every aspect is solely founded by its role in the system. It will never be a sound foundation
for originating currency.
From “Preface - Unifying Physics”:
Capitalism respects the individual’s ability to generate capital. Free market capitalism, in its
organization and application, has proven itself to limit, in ability and possibility, individual capital
generation. Communism demonstrates the practice of free market capitalism as a function proper to the
nation state, creating governmental interest in corporate espionage, because all means of production
are owned (or are directly funded and dictated) by the state. Free market capitalism accomplishes the
same end by insinuating its interest into legislation, and asserting itself into the administration of
national affairs.

BAD WEATHER FOR ALL THE DIRTY FOSSILS, ONCE UPON AN ELECTION: A FACTUAL ANALYSIS
Climate Change policies as institutionalized practice do not address the factors of the global
fossil fuel economy, -not to mention the Federal Reserve’s assignment of values for currency, relative to
quantities of commodities whose sourcing requires detrimental environmental impacts “for commerce”.
Fiscal interests hold the inertia of a supply-side market practice; investment for infrastructure gathered
around fossil fuels and, for a long time now- capital is sluggish to support alternative fuel industries.
-The dynamic ensures vested interest of profound financial positions build into permanent
supports for fossil fuel and global mining practices or, taking another angle, (for the “Blues”):
With over 36 billion and its perpetually building interest-revenue streams, and citing recent
conclusions, 6 billion dollars would end world hunger -let’s say 8 billion, because a real plan would have
to put in place irrigation, sewage and other farming infrastructure, paying its budget back collectively
over time at zero interest. It is reasonable, because of how easily Multi-Billionaires make 1 MILLION in
interest? -A demonstration:
An heir to a vast fortune is interested in buying an island, and he meets environmental interests
pleading with him to choose another in the chain so an extremely rare habitat can be preserved, the heir
refuses, and instead makes them a deal. Concerned parties will have a year to raise the ten million it will
take to purchase the island but if they fail, he’ll buy it.
For the ultra-wealthy, their total revenue increases substantially from several sources all the
time, continually and on top of that, all of their interest-bearing accounts calculate at rates applied to
millions (in Steyer’s or Bloomberg’s case, it’s billions) of “dollars” -whatever currency, because the elite
are global. In the demonstration, the “personified economic superpower” makes ten million every thirty
seconds, he can wait a year, enjoy the story he has to tell, and begin construction on his new island the
minute the deal expires. So with 36 BILLION, would anyone have thought to ask Tom Steyer to end

world hunger? -To foot the bill until he’s paid back at zero interest? It’s a trick question. It’s not possible
without including another:
FACTUAL ANALYIS OF COUNTRIES WITH FOOD SUPPLY ISSUES
Warlords, despots, fascists and dictators rule every region they do because, in how their rule is
enforced, resources in their country are reserved to be directly accessed by global corporations, “local”
global subsidiaries, and aristocratic interests. (Example: Royal Dutch Shell is not just a name, and several
resource-owning companies are actually held by interests favorable to royalty or by Royal houses
directly.) Shifting ownership and chief officer positions across the global marketplace between members
of elite families and holders of “unofficial” Aristocratic titles is common, as are violent wars and
skirmishes resulting in deaths in many regions plagued with limited food supplies and despot leaders.
-The dynamic ensures vested interest of profound financial positions built into permanent
supports for “at times” genocidal leaders, whose only real purpose to rule is to play their part in Global
Corporate Feudalism, and outside of that, the market “Lets the monster prevail”.
Now for the “Reds”, (because if “those types” couldn’t be reduced to a color, they’d have an
actual informed opinion), questions you could have asked Trump:
Why haven’t you ended the Federal Reserve, put the US Treasury solely in charge of currency
valuation and printing, and pulled the US out of NAFTA?
-And will you (or “the Blue”) answer for:

IMMIGRATION POLICY “REFORM” COVERING FOR FED RATE ACTIONS
Please step away from any set of policies affiliated to a party enough to look at how this
information draws a direct fiscal motive capitalized upon by the elite, no matter the political party they
support. The same paradigm is found globally, concealed under different systems of government, and by
dealing specifically with Ronald Reagan, Donald Trump, and rates set by the Federal Reserve
contemporaneous to their terms, a template for “what to look for” will begin to take shape.
AN ASIDE: THE BROADCAST PROBLEM
Handling these materials with an adjudicating eye, -conceding the too often unacknowledgedpeople are prone to accept financial compensation (or rewards of other types) in return for positions of
power, which opens the paradigm of “Lobby and Super PAC” to a morally ambiguous arena at best, and
little to no discussion about a universal, fiscal ethic has gradually become the norm in the subculture of
American political leadership. For this reason there is cause to suspect works funded in the course of
general commerce are used to structure political opinion, independent of anyone in any office because
after all, the same interests are served. Example:

Media conglomerates often fund centralized recording of editorials about news topics that are
played nationally through local syndicates after each local channel wraps up their nightly news.
Everyone watching in every town, without knowing where the character editorializing is from gets used
to a voice and a name, and a consensus starts building across the country.
Building a consensus with a program including written media, (fit to his terms in office) is all the
Reagan era of political climate-building would have needed, but Trump had internet and other modern
media to rely on, and remember:
Fractional reserve banking is the result of a network of macroeconomic equations justifying its
own components; this scenario is not required “in the fundamental philosophy of monetary currency”,
but it is most commonly cited as the reason for inflation.)
Sources for information referenced below: “Fed Raises Rates By 25 Basis Points, 1st Since 2006” by Jeff
Cox, 12/26/2015, https://www.cnbc.com/2015/12/16/fed-raises-rates-for-first-time-since-2006.html;
“Why Immigrants Were Given Legal Status By Ronald Reagan”, Newsweek Archive,
https://www.newsweek.com/reagan-immigration-reform-and-control-act-1986-641806; and
“Here’s What the Major Interest Rate Cycles Since the 1970s Have Looked Like”, The Alert Investor,
12/19/2015, https://www.businessinsider.com/every-interest-rate-cycle-since-1970s-2015-12
The Fed “under” Obama, raises rates in December of 2015, (CNBC) Trump takes office in 2017,
and the protracted fallout of the rate hikes begin showing in higher consumer costs, -things gradually
just become more expensive. Both Ronald and Donald (they are far from the only two), have cited a lack
of legal taxpaying citizens as cause for fiscal austerity and personal hard times (felt by the voter), both
introduced some version of Immigration Reform into their policies and campaigns as the solution.
From a 1981 Newsweek article about a policy Reagan is famous for - Immigrant Amnesty:
“Illegals with 10 years’ continuous residency could become eligible immediately for permanentresident status. Others would become eligible by degrees, providing they had immigrated
before January 1, 1981. The purpose of spacing out the granting of permanent-resident status,
officials say, is to soften its demographic and financial impact.”
(Charts from the Business Insider Article verify the “Reagan side”)
The Fed hikes rates in August 1980. The “Fed Funds Rate”; the “1-year Treasury Interest Rate”;
and the “10-year interest rates”, are measured in periods called “Interest Rate cycles”, and the “FFR” is
recorded as up 11%; the “1yr” is up 7.54%, and the “10yr” is up 3.98% at the end of the cycle (mid-June
1981), when rates were cut. In 1984 Ronald Reagan ran for re-election, and Immigration was mentioned
in his campaign debates, things like:
“The illegals have no voice or protections because they are not citizens.” and in September
1984, the Fed Funds Rate and the 1yr & 10yr Interest Rates were all between 11% and 13% (estimate of
graph -1yr rates raised, 10yr rates skyrocketed). Watching rate fluctuations from that point, citing their

strain on economic outlooks (and personal lives), rates settled in the timeframe of the Immigration
Reform Act becoming law, coming to their “universally” low point in 1986. The correlation is:
As the impact of Fed rate actions is being noticed by the citizenry, an issue is built around
immigration policies, and “more legal taxpayers” is the -acknowledged to varying degrees, depending on
the local political climate - reason for Immigration Reform policy. Verified in history, in the case of
Reagan, the issue of immigration is not legislatively fully settled until the newest rate fluctuation cycles
have ended. (-Rates settled from 1980 adjustment.)
With Trump we had the “first half” of the process enacted with calls for the wall, and actions of
the fed are not the actions of the President -they never are- but the same correlation between calling
for Immigration Reform and inflation-related Fed Rate action is present. Ignoring the currency and how
its value is manipulated legally and institutionally - how the fluctuations create life-impacting concerns
regularly - is an ill-fated course.
NOT TO ADDRESS PROBLEMS WITHOUT OFFERING SOLUTIONS: ETHICAL MARKET CAPITALISM
Monetary currency expresses an appreciation for goods and services people provide people.
People create all necessary elements for anything bought and sold; whether its resource allocation and
manufacturing, or agriculture and distribution, people are central. No currency valuation model has ever
accounted for people. No consideration has been given to the idea of how people get what they need to
live, yet the central bank/reserve system designates the worth of the currency the planet uses.
Comprehensively solving the issue of fractionalized reserve currency will require multinational,
multimarket, and unilateral participation. It is incumbent on the people, for the people.
To valuate currency as it is being printed focusing first on the person requires applying “life
need” parameters to markets, because the pay and costs structure across the board will change; all
currency is being revaluated. Accounting for required infrastructure and the perpetual expense of a new
government, to be determined by the people as ethical capitalism is established, several other measures
necessary as matters of state(s) will be required to accomplish the transition and set out a permanent
tax code. (Again, with all currency set to a new fixed value, all printed by the US Treasury.)
Pay structure in terms of how taxes are assessed:
$3750.00, 20% tax = 3000.00 take home.
-First tier, with the same rate applied to specific tiers, amounts increase according to work and
situation, and until the amount you make is at the next tier, the tax rate is assessed at the lower
amount. (Making 5000.00 per month is still 750.00/mo in taxes.) This gives people money to stimulate
the economy, to save and invest; to provide for their families, etc. Next tier:
$7500.00, 20% tax = 6000.00 take home.
-With the amounts doubling; next tier is $15,000.00, 20% tax = 12,000.00 take home, and so on.
All workers are taxed at the lower tier until they are at the next tier.

Set prices according to what is fundamentally needed to live, establish an energy system that
capitalizes on advantages given to us by physics, instill the above pay policy, and most people will be
happy with the opportunity to take care of themselves and their own; little more income will be needed.
At the 500,000.00 take home amount, the tax rate (always 20%) is reassessed at every 100,000.00
dollars earned.
With enough people in enough countries working toward the same goal it is possible. Make the
value of 1 dollar (a hundred smaller units) equal to the value of 1 Yuan; Yen; Peso Etc. Ratify a
constitution that will enable prosperity along ethically capitalist lines, abolishing PACS and lobbies,
setting a permanent rate of pay for positions needed in governance, and make the Department of
Defense its own branch of government - solely responsible to the will of the people and only answering
to a checks and balances a new constitution establishes among the other three branches.
We have the physics, the advances required will be made, and the inertia of this failure of world
governance -addressing corporate interests before people, can be removed forever, with:
A Department of Treasury in charge of printing currency; a Department of Energy in charge of
ensuring a continual, one-time cost energy source (like 4th state matter), becomes the only source for
energy; and a Department of Education whose methods are remodeled to reflect what we know about
mental and emotional development. -Taking a national shift toward these goals, secured by the
Department of Defense, will encourage the required unilateral, multi-national action.

(I.) “INCEPTION”, PSYCHOLOGOICAL OPERATIONS, US & RUSSIA POLICY (Q), AND THE POST WW2 NAZI
A discussion of how psychological operations actually work, and what they actually accomplish:
INCEPTION & PSYOPS
Not the movie, though the definition was presented correctly in the theme of the movie (that
one with DiCaprio): Make your “client/agency’s” agenda occur to the target as if it was their own idea.
Expand that premise to “how mass media, social, and cultural movements can create the incepted idea”,
across total numbers of the planet, adding a few pieces of the puzzle:
Key intelligence desks of the forming CIA and the KGB post WW2 staffed agents who were
documented “ex-Nazi” intelligence officers. The CIA was entrusted to inform the US executive branch of
intelligence vital to establishing coherent foreign and domestic policy, with its Russian counterpart, the
KGB doing the same in the Soviet Union. Following the paradigm logically, this amounts to dispersing
intelligence officers who were once members of the “Nazi apparatus” into official policy-informing
positions in both countries for the entirety of the Cold War.
-It is commonly held that at least some members of certain secret societies “like the
Freemasons” have completely pure intentions. The enemy is evil. It works through every entity it can, an
example is in The Freemasonic symbol, as it is explained to the highest levels of secret Freemasonry:

Open compasses over the square, with a letter “G” in open area, representing to lower levels
“our right to intimate, private sexual expression”. (It’s a symbolic diagram of the front view of a vagina,
including the clitoris and depicting the location of the g-spot.) Which makes sense to Freemasons added
to a millennia-old order, because the church (and royalty) was too restrictive and invasive, it was all
disguised as having to do with builders because it was started and controlled by the builders.
-And following the overall agency of Weaponized Interdimensional Space Time (WIST),
explained through the 35 threads:
The letter G is there because it (also) is used to compound sentient conceptualizations with
those of members of other orders that operate independent and often against one another, so that
without anyone suspecting, the evil can achieve space travel. -To prove we know “Nazi Science”.
THE POST WW2 NAZI
The parameters for (permanent) Nazi influence institutionalized globally within five years of the
end of WW2 -those trails are many and verified (by Jim Marrs; Peter Levenda; Joseph Farrell and
others), what was “publically” missed is the motive for a global “Covert Reich”, placing another
overlooked “goal met- as demonstrated in its impact” (and a later, obvious reason for WW2):
Creating a global corporate war chest built around funding a eugenics-based agenda favorable
to the elite, who can use whatever propaganda needed, with the “preparing to be globally positioned”
covert Nazis delivering the gradual outcome for them. For the “Global Corporatist State” level, all any
individual personnel has to know is their involvement supposedly ensures them a prominent position as
the endgame is accomplished.
The subverted reason, exclusively reserved for worshippers of direct evil, is to knowingly
orchestrate all factors necessary to cause mass violent conflict and state-sanctioned war for the loss of
life it causes at “Satan’s command” -or any name known to an order as the reason they do the same
thing. (It’s continual and as the population increases, mass coordination is scaled accordingly.)
GOAL # 2
The protracted scale of what can only be called World War Three (rule by The Fourth Reich), is
employed to make the will, the hearts, and the minds of the global population -at every step of the way
and to manageable degrees- accept a global corporatist state. Whether it is expressed through Fascism
and violent dictators only in power to secure exclusive access to resources, or in countries whose
governors accede to corporate mergers consolidating fiscal power as they themselves consolidate
corporatist policy positions, -arranged by financial sectors to create the “fiscal climate” required, the
goal is to gain the world’s support for next EU.
The EEC was the world’s first NAFTA, and BRICS is the third. (EEC was Europe’s “financial sector”,
and for purposes of clarification, it created the fiscal climate that “consolidated” into the EU.) NAFTA,
which was updated to the USMCA under Trump, is the next phase of economic climate structuring,
meant to enable the establishment of a “North American Union”.

TRACKING POLICIES OF THE MAIN SUSPECTS (& Q)
Any hypothetical requirement that direct personal involvement is proven by any person elected
to office has been removed, -to crystallize what is stated above. That’s the bare truth and no one notices
it, instead shouting “Oh yeah! Well prove “my guy/gal” was there” nearly in chorus at times, and that’s
the point of psychological operations. As Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton signed off on a deal to give
rights to mine Uranium to a Russian corporation, and Russia’s leader (Putin) is ex-KGB, as the Soviet
Union collapsed he rose in power while Russian organized crime secretly brokered a large amount of
“dismantling” the Soviet Arsenal. He’s listed as “one of if not the” richest world leaders on the planet.
Trump had his entire campaign and presidency practically syncopated to the rising popularity and
unquestioning following of an “at first” online-only presence that created from scratch dark horse style
grassroots support for someone who is (only) worth 300 HUNDRED MILLION DOLLARS, whose Russian
land development deals, severely in the red until he was “elected”, were recently balanced after his
election so he can boast “I’m richer than that figure”.
The “Russian Computer Hacking Warfare Program” is known to be “one of the most advanced”,
and it isn’t solely concerned with polling machines, but there is a sinister twist - Trump attended an elite
preparatory institution called Kew-Forrest, and the elite have a culture built around their “innate
superiority” so for students of Trump’s ilk, “Kew” means the letter “Q” from “Q and A” -as in “question”,
and the question Trump’s types of people are getting ready to ask anyone beneath them, as a culture, is:
“What gives you the right to live?”
The elite are secretive, with their own unique worldviews and they have all agreed to make each
other part of the overall plan in their formative years; Kew-Forrest was started with a curriculum
designed by a Skull & Bones member. Skull & Bones is a tradition steeped in the Hegelian model, as
championed by elite notables, which means, the rich are the end answers to the question Hegel’s
dialectic is answering: Who or what is (and isn’t) God? And this fits well to the upcoming Luciferian,
Satanist, and generally “greedy enough” to be evil culture who secretly rules the world.
If you are already familiar with the Q movement, it may seem preposterous to think that
Trump’s preparatory academy has anything to do with the supposed revolutionary operations the Q
“source of information” claims it represents, but the enemy to mankind’s sovereignty uses all
conceptualizations of people across all tiers and classes of the population continually, and having a “duel
meaning, where for a percentage of the US population “Q” speaks to hope in spite of impending
corporatism, and for the class of Bavarian descended elite occupying the White House and Executive
Branch at the time, “Q” only means the school where the President and his class of elitism learned
“What Hegel really means”.

THE “Q ANON” COVERT AGENDA PSYOP COUNTS ON FOLLOWERS OF THE NEW AGE’S THE SECRET

“The Secret” is a New Age occulted teaching centered on the thought-power of will, and how
thought alone creates manifest reality of “your future self”, which of course followers believe they will
automatically one day be living; they think it, say it, believe it- “feel and know” it to be true, then it
(supposedly) happens. The presence of New Age traditions through cultures in nations where the
National Socialist Corporatist interest is prevalent is not a coincidence, and for purposes of planetary
management over decades the most readily apparent benefit the global spread of this particular vestige
of the New Age accomplishes is a sub-culture less prone to thought involving critical analysis, becoming
more and more prone to thinking about (anything) only to the point that it is believed, without ever
questioning the validity of the information presented. -Ideal receivers for psychological operations.
Q is an internet-based rumor mill claiming to be the source of real-time intelligence on an
ongoing war between evil interests, embodied by Obama, Biden, Hillary Clinton, and it is “her side”
against Trump and his side. (Q “reports” for Trump's side.) Q announcements, called “drops” are long
lists of code names and numbers with supposed “go signals” and lists of people targeted, and all of this
is all as surmised by Q followers. Whenever Q drops are said to address real time actions, it is with
wording like:
Erase (evil cabal’s) financial gains” then, Replace (good side’s) financial losses”, words to this
effect were in a Q drop reporting on “the plan” to restore the economy post coronavirus.
-Right. Q followers repeat then rinse, posting pictures of Trump - worth hundreds of millions of
dollars, and Putin (ex-KGB and reported to be the richest world leader in power today), in support of Q
without seeing a shred of proof that the same global corporatist agenda that made the European Union,
is not going to make the same “Nation State Union” of the North American continent. Public interest in
Q naturally deflects from details of the economy, and the culture surrounding Q online became a
veritable pro-Trump rally 365 days a year for four years straight. So-called “proofs” there was ever
anything to “Q’s” revolution were always hapless “evident correlation experts”, claiming that Q was the
real work behind the scenes causing it all.
Q built into a spending cult spawning a sub-culture’s economy, giving followers reasons to buy
merchandise or feed a sense of patriotic camaraderie, and it is all based on information that may as well
be “Daily Affirmations” from New Age programs like the Secret; knowing that if “you think and feel it
right”, then you will definitely “change the present to manifest the future.” -There is nothing more to it
than that; Q is a psychological operation. Good and evil are in constant conflict -it's not a theory in
dispute, but the Q operation, run on proxy servers and covered for by countless VPNS is not the answer;
it is not a definite source of valid information, it is all written to be obtuse and interpreted “correctly”.
Psychological operations are started through fronts, and cutouts are usually used by intelligence
agencies, the people they draw in to start the operation’s movement will be allured by the financial gain
of “collecting donations”. With Q, global intelligence and corporatism capitalizing on the hope of the
population by making up spews of lines and numbers without ever mentioning for example how many
Satanists and Luciferians there are with power in Washington DC, is simple strategy, and it evolves
(because it’s an OP) to fit the funded narrative. The results of it show in Antifa actions, among other

things. (Antifa was started by the “Red Right Hand, English Royalty’s secret services and rumored
forerunner to MI-6; Antifa could be behind Q.) How Q enables the Q Anon patriots ignorance:
Q says “gold will fix the currency”, that would still only be a reserve banking model sourced fix.
The fractional reserve currency valuation model has proven to create nation state-to nation state
economic interdependence, making money for societal infrastructure in each nation dependent on
funding - available apart from national debt incurred as a matter of how much is traded at the national
measure - being generated in set economic cycles that among other things regularly dictate the national
currency’s value without any regard for a living person.
Where’s the money for advances in education? Literally, tied up in payoffs -everyone needs a
pad to the paycheck. Again, this is backed up by people with real belief in evil, people who live to see
others suffer under their lack of professional, ethical regard -in the case of the medical, law
enforcement, legal, and political professions, and it includes scenarios of health professionals of all types
celebrating a patient’s death. (Evil is not seen for what it is in modern practice; it is highly evolved, it
counts on being discounted, and the degree of removal an expert in pharmaceutical and medical
sciences has from victims is rewarded and used, like when mass negative side-effects to treatments and
life ending “oversights” occur.)
Funding is always available from the budget for the one corporatist direction set, (after all they
print the money and tell you what it’s worth globally), and with intelligence agencies in control of the
media, serving as producers deciding “what makes the story on site”, making coordinated dance videos
of medical staff instead of addressing the only point worth talking about: The immune system- That’s it,
that’s what they won’t address. Zinc fuels immune response, and Hydroxychloquine increases the
immune system’s access to zinc, then the immune system defeats for example, CORONAVIRUS, which
with a survival rate of over 99%, is an over-reported threat covered with slanted commentary making
“one son’s lost mom” daily and weekly evidence of a “pandemic”, auspiciously strangling all US and
global commerce, all while corporatists and Skull and Bones members work for the US President.
Where’s the valuable Q information on any of the above? The machine marches on, with more
braindead blue/red color sets falling into rank daily. Global online and supposed real operations like Q,
which apparently spread to Europe nearing the end of Trump’s term, serve the purpose of directing
thought and feeling in the masses, which is how shifts in power and types of governance are gradually
accepted by the citizenry of any country -over years; the Q operation lasted about 5 years, beginning,
again, as the “secretive and dangerous” support for Trump’s planned revolution.
ARISTOCRACY’S PLAN: GLOBAL NATIONAL SOCIALISM V COMMUNISM WAR 2021
The Global Backdrop (& the “Communist’s” side):
As a “Bavarian Order” Skull & Bones makes it its practice to start both sides of any scale of
conflict, all the while advancing a third agenda, and though for the most complicit in this development,
monetary rewards compounding over time to less and less beneficiaries of a Global Corporatist State
serve as “enough momentary reward always”, the agenda advancing is evil. Worshippers of evil cause

death and suffering out of a sense of devotion to a “Dark Lord’s ideal”, their rewards (for securing the
march toward the Global Corporatist State) -in the cases of the elite and their most direct servants,
provides their own benefits, but individual participations in Evil are thought to “secure one’s power”. As
a global operation to be considered only loyal to secretive royal Bavarian interests, each year’s class of
fifteen newly added members graduate into newly installed, official crime lords, each with their own
covert operating teams with global reach who manage all manner of war tactics, be they psychological,
economic, commercial or political espionage all managed for the sole purposes of creating sustainable,
profitable conflict causing an “appropriate amount” of death and suffering.
Skull & Bones is a documented, long standing influence on policies of all types in the USA and
China. Skull & Bones, an “American branch of the Bavarian Illuminati”, had a member immigrate to the
US and start Yale and “Bank of Bavaria” in the late 1800s- and the secret society Yale was started for
began structuring China’s economic systems of rule in 1903, as an initiative of Yale Divinity School. They
threw their support and logistical capacities behind the communist rise to power, long after they had
established their positon in China by taking control of the Opium trade, pitting Chinese and British
interests against one another -all that matters in terms of “how the world is run” to Aristocracy is who,
out of the Earth ruling orders are meant to “make the move required”. Skull & Bones opium-backed
early Chinese communism, with its militaristic mode of governance was rife with people willing to
advance the “communist ideal” for the special treatment institutionalizing the drug trade brings.
Skull & Bones influenced Chinese economic development through “secret nation-founding”
programs like “Yale in China” since the start of the last century, the program educated Mao Zedong, and
Skull and Bones influence in China remained in place through to the current century. From
https://lipstick-and-war-crimes.org/mao-yale-man-rothschilds-create-peoples-republic-china/:
“George Bush, the first U.S. diplomatic representative to the People’s Republic of China back in
1973, was a member of Skull and Bones. So was his father, brother, son, uncle, nephew, and several
cousins. Winston Lord, the Reagan-Bush administration Ambassador to China was a member; so was his
father and several other relatives. James Lilley, the current Ambassador to China, is a member of Skull
and Bones, as was his brother. With the exception during the Carter administration, every U.S.
Ambassador to Beijing, since Kissinger’s deal with Mao Zedong was a member of the Skulls and Bones.”
Please check the url above the quote for a preponderance of information on the Skull & Bones
Communist Chinese interest and what came to be called “Yale in China”.
Communist China has become the world’s factories and source for cheap labor, leading the
world in regular human rights violations, the course for China in the decades to come has been said to
be imperialist with the US, who is China’s largest debtor, having the land China “will need” to sustain its
culture. Among some parties in China’s leadership, a subverted, protracted war with the aim of making
the US a communist state loyal to China is the only sound direction for their nation’s future - covert
operation’s like what Skull and Bones is known for maintaining these factions’ interests and provides
them controlled routes to advance, which usually result in shifts in economic outlooks based on Chinese
fiscal policies.

The National Socialist “Side”
WW3 is fought to ingratiate the process of governance shifting to corporatist rule among the
population over time, and to have the progress toward the goal followed by every level of every
organization as the world changes into the desired form around even the most ardent dissent. A third of
the plan was the EU, the next third is the North American Union (US, Canada and Mexico), which is
meant to be followed by a similar realignment among nation states of BRICS (namely Russia, China and
India). Difficult to place to general understanding is the protracted scale of the plan, but then again, a
world that only exists to unknowingly provide Weaponized Interdimensional Space Time their total
conceptualizations and actualized intents lived as their local environment and sources of information
dictates. These things aren’t thought about.
As a result the organization of Aristocratic evil utilizes globally distributed orders that for one
reason or another can be useful to any stage of the grand scheme, controlling rewards received for
advancing, where each new level gained has its own level-specific variations in what is known and how
things are seen, is the regular tactic. Skull and Bones is but one secret order advancing the goal; they’re
just the one most directly associated to the Secret Kingdom of Bavaria, Freemasonry is too, but this is
less acknowledged in lower circles of power. Using the covert orchestration of national and international
controls, as well as the protracted time period scheduled, weakening the population’s resistance to a
plan only known as it applies to each incremental stage and only by each player required, three main
additives have been used over three generations to weaken the ability to resist the New World Order
plan (which has always been the National Socialist plan): Fluoride, BPA, and Aspartame
Fluoride added to the water supply gradually lowers the IQ, resulting in less applicable and
workable solutions or ideas being thought up as if they were honestly critically analyzed, followed by
calls that the not thought-out idea be listened to. (People become convinced a plan is smart with less
and less rigorous tests devolving into: “It’s science if you pay for it” reasoning; like wearing masks
because TV anchors choose doctors working out of their specialty so they can claim you have to; a
neurologist is not a medical research scientist; a microbiologist is not a doctor who is automatically
sufficiently versed in the human immune response.)
BPA in the plastic and can linings leeches into what is in the container and it gets worse when
the item is cooled or heated, BPA is a synthetic of estrogen. Women’s bodies need an appropriate
amount of estrogen, men need the same thing, but the amount needed by the male body is extremely
low, in both cases a regular influx of estrogen and shifting peoples’ bodies to use a synthetic of estrogen,
will cause logic and reason to be conflated with emotions regularly. (More people more directly act out
their emotions in how they behave, or when addressing a topic people confuse logic and sound reason
with sentiment.)
Aspartame (diet sweetener) creates the same neurologically mapped function observed in
people with schizophrenia, but it does so locally, targeting regions of the temporal and parietal lobes.
(Gradually augmenting how actions, thoughts, and feelings can become justified (or triggered) by
something you heard. -Aspartame (as a gas) was listed as biological warfare weapon in WW2.)

-Add to these the spraying of insecticide in the 50s and early 60s through US neighborhoods
nationwide, spewing it straight out the lower rear of massive gas trucks; children literally were filmed
chasing the insecticide cloud, and the precedent for Global Corporatist interests supplying “the Nazi
plan” what it uses to wage WW3 becomes obvious.
BUT IT’S ALL A SETUP - THE NAZIS ARE CORPORATISTS
The USMCA (the US-Mexico-Canada Agreement) was signed early in Trump’s presidency, it
updated NAFTA, and in effect makes US steel production (which fell from first to fourth in the world
since Clinton signed NAFTA) the reason the fractional reserve-valuated dollar has any worth, as
valuations are set more directly to the nation states party to the treaty, where the currency’s strength is
arrived at by calculating among other things the GDP of Canada (the US’ number one trading partner),
the United States GDP (US steel cheaper than China steel because of the USMCA), and Mexico’s
manufacturing and production base (again, in relation to the same in US and Canada).
The year-long (all of 2020 at least) shut down of global commerce is gradually shifting capital to
the wealthiest, as they are the most capable of weathering lockdowns and quarantines, and the
wealthiest are corporatists and their servants. This collapses organic economic infrastructure. The
vanishing middle class (the ones supposedly listened to) blame government, who fund public programs
in response, undermining the nation’s infrastructure, with “no economic recovery in sight without a
vaccine” and Trump granting over a billion dollars to vaccine companies.
The corporatists’ collapsing of the US economic infrastructure of the US had been gradual and
concealed over time, starting in earnest (most agree) with Reagan’s trickle down economic policies and
Bush enshrining the practice of anonymous corporate donors being who decides the election. But 2020
lays the foundation for a nation swimming in debt, unstable in every international trade relationship
except for the strategically narrowed set of international trade partnerships, creating a fiscal climate
suggesting that the US economy will fail without entwining its own governing and economic
infrastructure with that of its neighboring countries. (This is what happened in Europe as the EU was
established.)
Combined factors of the above scenario has molded the United States, Mexico and Canada over
the last century up until now, and to measure the developments by the markets alone considering a
“nations’ value” on the world stage, the United States has fallen. There has not “yet” been a war
required that anyone really paid attention to, but steel scaffolding turning to balsa wood holding up a
country’s position in global affairs only means loss of a nation’s status and bargaining power. Very little
live conflict would be required from this point to end the current system of United States governance in
favor of a “more secure, more economically viable” version that could be Communist or National
Socialist - it doesn’t matter to the elite, either way corporatists get their way, and the general
population more openly becomes the less and less represented servant class the Aristocracy has secretly
always considered them.

A VOTE AGAINST FEDERAL CORPORATISM
Getting elected to office is impossible without the support of a political party. If you ran on
ideals, positions, and policy you cannot get one thing done (let’s say you’re elected to congress) without
being named to a committee in congress dealing with that sector of policymaking. You will not be added
to any committee that gets anything done if you do not start raising money for your party. -Pelosi raises
money; Schumer raises money; McConnell raises money; Leslies Graham raises money for their parties
all the time. That’s why they’re the ones the media calls “Republican/Democratic Leaders”. The US is
under Federal Corporatist Rule, and if you’re honest about history it’s hard to say there was ever a time
when it wasn’t. Now it’s just more apparent:
All three branches of the US Government are complicit in the protracted undoing of the United States’
economic infrastructure.
Legislative: Federal Reserve Act of 1913 enacts the Federal Reserve. Serval congressional actions
have aided the overall strategy, - here’s one, without ever addressing the Fed’s ability to valuate
currency (determine the dollars’ worth) within a fractional reserve model, which is the reason products
get more expensive when business owners have to use more dollars to pay for utilities and costs of
ownership, Senator Hillary Clinton lobbied to remove bank’s lending requirements, claiming “everyone
deserves a home”. Congress agrees and during the same session votes down a raise of the minimum
wage (note part about the dollars’ worth - it wasn’t the wrong idea - to not see that would cause
hyperinflation), banks write loans enabling masses of the financially unqualified to “buy a home” the
banks had to foreclose on eventually.
The entire scenario decimates the Gross Domestic Product of the US, and the whole thing was
started (honestly) by the US Congress never intervening in the invention and the sale of a real estate
investment instrument that is based only on the idea that “home and property prices will always go up”,
which of course is impossible to maintain without the scarcity of resources narrative (the base cause for
the lies about what physics could do), and the fractional reserve spending and valuation model. -After
30 years or so the market-approved investment strategy propped up the ready-to-collapse real estate
market, which caused the bubble burst economy of 2008-2013.
Executive (or Administrative): Bill Clinton signs the US into NAFTA (North American Free Trade
Agreement), an international treaty tying the world economic standing of the US to the market positions
of several other nations, setting the stage for a gradual shift to fiscal nation-state sovereignty intended
for the countries of North America - much like what the EEC Treaty (European Economic Community) did
to European markets for decades before the establishment of the European Union.
(As an aside, George W. Bush used his administrative authority to wage war after 9/11 while
offsetting the war expense to the Obama administration.)
Donald Trump signs the US into the USMCA (United States, Mexico and Canada Agreement)
which narrowed the scope of NAFTA, and makes US steel in particular the cornerstone of the US’
position among the three nations. Canada and now Mexico have both legalized marijuana nationally,

creating a boon to their economic health. The US economy (especially after the last two years) is
dependent on its resource markets, but especially steel; the US was number one in the world steel
market (it is a nation-building resource) as Bill Clinton signed NAFTA.
Again, the United States fell to fourth in steel production by the time Trump signed the USMCA
and all that matters now (in the actual fiscal model of the world), is that the US is the preferred steel
merchant for both Canada and Mexico; it keeps the relatively anemic GDP of the US compared to
Canada and Mexico propped up enough to be called a “positive”, without addressing the crumbling
markers of actual economic strength.
Judicial: The US Supreme Court made a decision called “Citizens United” in 2010, which
changed election finance limits and restrictions, allowing corporations to directly and anonymously
contribute to the campaigns of everyone running for office without limiting the amount they can
contribute. The decision made clear Non-Profits will benefit too, except where are a non-profits’
interests served in the destruction of a country’s economy? -The decision set the course for anonymous
corporatist interests to endlessly dictate how the nation is run (once their bought candidate is in office),
and they are free to buy every candidate in every election.
With Citizens United the US became in practice, a Federal Corporatist State. During the 2020
election, in one county in Florida both parties spent over 100 dollars per vote in campaign dollars. What
campaign funded exclusively by “everyday people” can afford that? Super Pacs and Lobbies “who”
legally aren’t required to disclose their donors make billions in contributions ostensibly marked
anonymous.) Federal Corporatism:
Parties negotiate every elected official’s position well before they’re named to a position where
they can change anything, and the elected official is a good earner for the party and nothing more,
(Party officials are in constantly need to increase their schmoozing and courting budget -allocated
exclusively to corporate interests and the richest individual corporatist successes.) that way once they’re
seated at their committees the corporatist agenda advances. This mean every voter in the US supports
Global Corporatism in its every vestige when voting under the US election system for a player in the US
political machine -and by the time they’re their party’s candidate they all are, no matter who people
vote for; the “corporatist say” is heard over every living person’s voice, the institutions of governance
have made it official practice. Therefore, the only possible way to show dissent against Federal
Corporatism is to not vote.
The concerted effort of all three branches to destroy the economy is embodied most strongly in
the institutional silence our elected and appointed officials have demonstrated for decades:
In the 70s factory automation began replacing skilled labor jobs, where people were no longer
the means of production, machines were. For many positons, people lost their incomes and therefore
their ability to contribute to the economy. The Fed’s GDP measures total production - though the
production is defined as “of the citizen” - as corporate owned machines produce more and more, people
produce (and are employed) less and less, while the fact for decades goes unrepresented in the math
the Fed uses to determine the dollars’ value.

The country loses middle-class wage paying jobs in droves, but over a protracted period of time
because innovations impact production technologies in various sectors, one after the other, and each
time higher paying positions once filled by people are lost to machines. On top of this pensions were
beginning in the late 80s, creating even less spending capital among the middle class (where new
businesses, markets, and innovations are meant to be generated).
-After nearly 110 years of the Federal Reserve controlling the “real worth” of the US economy
the books predict the end of the United States as a country and not one elected official has addressed it.
Through the late eighties and into early 90s President Bush Sr. announced he and other world leaders’
plans to establish a “New World Order”, it includes the loss of the US as a nation in the establishment of
the North American Union, a new corporatist state proscribed by corporatist interests - and all three
branches of the US government have been proven complicit in a plan that is openly against the
sovereign interests of the nation’s citizenry.

THE SPIRIT OF LAW, THE US CONSTITUTION, & THE FEDERAL RESERVE Concluding Materials for Count 2
“The Spirit of Law”: It is correct in the philosophy of governance to define for its potential citizens
what actions are allowed, and to what degree unwanted actions are to be punished. It is central to the
philosophy of governance that all acts taken in the establishment of a nation’s laws are done “for the
people”. However in formulating a governing doctrine every cause for dispute and strife among the
citizenry is impossible to account for and, in the US, for these cases the “Spirit of the Law as provided for
by the US Constitution” is interpreted by the courts. Furthermore, the language of the US Constitution
speaks to an inalienable right to act in the Spirit of the Law as US citizens, within reasonable bounds.
The Federal Reserve exists in common practice to supply monetary currency as its value is assessed
“inside” the fiscal framework of the institution’s function and purpose. The US Congress enacted the
Federal Reserve in 1913, and in so doing handed control of the nation’s currency to an entity that is, in
its factual operating procedure, dependent on its organizational affiliation to a foreign entity: The Bank
of International Settlements (BIS), a “Central Bank for Central Banks”.
Citing that those educated through advanced academia, most plausibly relied upon for interpreting
these facts were educated in an economics whose mathematical models are only founded in equations
generated by the Federal Reserve’s application of its charter, are often unable to officially endorse any
comment on macroeconomic models outside the (proven global) reserve currency system without
risking their careers, with the materials provided herein it is correct in the Spirit of the Law as provided
for in the US Constitution to grant all control of US currency to the US Treasury.
Citing the operational practice of the Federal Reserve to inform its decisions on how it prints and
valuates US currency while regularly incorporating the practices of foreign entity(s) when currency
valuations are adjusted and “Fed Actions” are taken, it is correct in the Spirit of the Law as provided for
in the US Constitution to declare the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 a treasonous act, not in keeping with
the best interests of the US citizenry.

IT’S ALL ABOUT COMMERCE
“People will do anything for money” does not capture what degrees people will go to and
criminal acts they will commit. Weaponized Interdimensional Space-Time (WIST) is made to optimize all
routes viable for the propagation of nefarious intent. World governance and its economic paradigms are
nothing more than “management techniques”, applied as macro-scale networking systems inducing
conditions not easily acknowledged by any individual, forcing a rule that is only understood as “the
intent of the World’s national leaders”. The will of the majority is unheard in every nation, and though it
may seem the world’s fiscal/currency valuation problems are causes alone for a revaluation and change
of the total model, the argument these facts make is not sufficient to counter how the enemy afforded
its methods of rule security benefitting from the physics controlled only by the world’s most powerful.

(II.) PLANETARY PRECESSION & HOW COMMODITY-BACKED CURRENCY ENSURES GLOBAL CATASTROPHE
Placing some of the Earth’s physical dynamics to demonstrate the alternate physics model with
methods explaining Weaponized Inter-dimensional Space-time (WIST), and how the physics of the
unified field has been manipulated to ensure the rule of nefarious sentient intent.
OVERVIEW
The fundamental tenet of weight distribution: From a solid amalgamation of materials
possessing different weights, remove the heaviest materials; keeping a solid core (like a large ball of
molten iron solidifying into a planet’s core), then take out vast amounts of ore (Gold; precious metals;
etc.) now picture the “chaotically lightened” ball on a table top. -It will always roll, at least slightly.
WIST physically builds planets, concentrates consciousness latent to the unified field into
sentience then allots it to matter. WIST collects and selectively applies total intent of all conscious
awareness on planets they build (and most support platforms are made of matter grown as parts of the
same planets- metals; ores; resources).
Total collected intent is applied to sustain rule by a secretly evil hierarchy. WIST supplies all
positively natured intent to the system in ways measured to keep people from finding out (by any
means) its operatives’ true intentions and levels of involvement. The ultimate reward for involvement is
immortality. WIST accomplishes total mental and emotional being control for a planetary population of
up to 9 billion, when the system is enabled (by its own total orchestrations) to trigger an ice age.
PRELIMINARY
The planet is one massive collection of matter made from superstrings. WIST builds solar
systems by allocating the foundations for matter into their physical constituency, and the problem of
“weight” -or matter- distribution is dealt with directly. Implied above, natural resources are used to
engineer the mechanical supports needed for WIST function, part of building solar systems for this
purpose requires the total physical removal of materials from the physical system of which they are a

part. Example: Make a ball of gold taken from Earth then remove it to a void, onto a facility where it will
be fashioned for a use, - like sustaining a single gold atom field, now layered electromagnetically apart
from the surface of the ball because the gold solid is charged with appropriate electromagnetic currents.
Whatever the use, the gold of the physical matter of the planet is no longer a part of the planet- it went
into a void (like something removed from the ball on the table).
ELECTROMAGNETIC SCAFFOLDING
On the superstring level of reality, gold (whichever metal), -matter “made of strings” is moved
to other locations made of the same strings. The physical dynamics as described ensure the internal,
structural collapse of all built planets in short order. A grid made from shining concentrations of
electromagnetic force radiates outward from a central point to make a nearly spherical, electromagnetic
“matrix of support”.
It stabilizes the process of matter literally being made to disappear from its originating system
(our planet) over periods of time measured in the lifespans of stars. The current - in the scope of Earth’s
actual history - precession of the planet on its axis is the “best” this stabilizing electromagnetic system
can do. Precession is continual from a planet’s first Ice Age on - the first Ice Age actually occurs once the
physical integrity of the planet has been sufficiently undone by the ongoing (contemporaneous
inhabitants’) covert and overt planetary mining operations. The electromagnetic scaffolding system
allows for gaps in the Earth to open up, offsetting the matter made to disappear from the Earth. -These
instances can be what are reported as sinkholes.
COMMODITY-BACKED CURRENCY
Seeing the overall paradigm requires a removed view, a vantage from which the entirety of
living processes is considered with attention to how knowing the total dynamics of the system lessens
the importance of the common, general view of the world. As a step toward this angle of approach, the
concept of currency:
Enter a room with gold ore, a drum of oil, and a dollar bill. Take some ore and what can you do
with it? What can YOU obtain? The person buying your gold gives you the equivalence in dollars. That
equivalence is set by the markets removing ore from the planet and storing it as it becomes
“hypothecated” -assigned value according to total known supply at the time- which is purported to be
an exact, calculable science (using factors intrinsic only to its model of evaluation). So you have dollars,
(took the gold) the value of the currency suddenly becomes pennies to the dollar because the
commodity it is pinned to secretly became oil (like under President Ford by a handshake with the head
of the House of Saud), and now thirty years later oil is a pricey commodity.
NOTICE: An academically trained economist cites system-referential figures, equations, and
market factors that exist only because of how the commodity-backed currency principle has been
managed under the global central and reserve banking paradigm into what is called modern economics.

A person uses currency, but the value of a commodity needed by markets designed and run by
the world’s elite dictates whether or not a person will freeze in the winter because they can’t afford
heat. Read the last sentence then read it again if needed, and ask yourself:
How responsible is it to assume world governance needs no more of your attention than what
you give in your free time? -To continually drum up commentary for show as if speaking from an
informed stance about people you know nothing about? (-You know what media says, and only what
media you see.)
TRICKLE-DOWN ECONOMICS = INSITUTIONALIZED BRIBERY and EXTORTION
There are no legislative assurances for how money trickles down. The nature of a dumbed
down, continually poorer, continually getting better at “ignoring it” people creates a political
environment rife with increasingly, directly enriching deals exclusive to those who agree with the model
without voicing concern over the global developments required.
The “global developments” happen in stages, and when markets “need support” in the process,
it is more common to see legislative actions taken on behalf of markets, and those most enriched by
(whatever) market, than it is to see our leader’s change their outlooks toward the living conditions of
the citizenry, the education of the country’s children, or the standards of their citizen’s health.

EDUCATION, GRAMMAR, AND KIDS AT RECESS
Concerned with the nature of knowledge, in this case “pertinent knowledge”, outlining rules for
writing to encourage developing minds carry how they learn to write into how they learn math:
I lost my license (I was driving blind drunk.), and now I have to take the bus.
-Whole sentence in parenthesis (period inside) as a part of a clause in the total sentence, where
the comma applies to the entire clause; the same applies to periods, where sentences ending in, let’s
say “parenthesis” have punctuation included in the parenthesis only if a whole clause or statement is
contained in the parenthesis.
It’s not long before the “math” of diagramming enforces the rule:
In third grade, during hot low-desert fall, boys in my class had rock fights after lunch. They didn’t
last long, they weren’t allowed, and they involved two groups of kids each about five feet away from
opposite sides of a sandbox at the far corner of the playground - the furthest point from the blacktop.
One day, cowering to approach the range where rocks were falling short of my side, a rock
hurled passed my shoulder. I was on all fours, and it went under my torso without hitting my leg. As I
threw my latest bullet a teammate yelled, shaking his hand at a loud “clack”, then a kid on the other side
started shaking his hand in the same way, yelling:
“Hey- that kid knocked the rock out of my hand!” pointing at me. I couldn’t tell it was my throw,
I was pretty sure they had gotten one of ours, and then we ran - the security guard was approaching.
Two years later, in the early morning hours before school in an oceanfront town, the frost
covered grass field was launched onto by boys running full speed off the blacktop, who tracked how far
they could slide across the grass field without falling.
-Careening, joyful focus, dreading the first bell:

